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probably be policies "which ...
reiterate the law. . . [and] guideThe Ad Hoc Committee on Allines for parties during the [acacohol has proposed "adoption of
demic] year," said committee
clearer and more current guidemember Stephanie Scheidler '85.
lines for parties held on camSherwood cited two incidents
p," accoding to Dten far .SttIrelated to the consumption of aldent Affairs Shirley M. MceBay.
cohol on campus. One admitted
"Essentially the (Ad Hoc Comwoman student attending MIT's
mittee on Alcohol] had several
Campus Preview consumed an
Options, one of which is becom'excessive" amount of alcohol in
ing more popular Instionallyl: an
a dormitory and became seriously
entirely dry campus," said Robert
ill. She was probably 17, SherA. Sherwood, associate dean for
wood said.
student affairs. UP qsid thsat the
An 18-year old Simmons womcommittee "overwhelmingly" diswas placed in the protective
an
apoproveA of that policy;
of a local law enforcecustody
Several universities in Massaafter drinking to exagency
ment
chusetts haste lost their insurance
party recently
public
a
cess at
policies or have experienced inShe was
facility.
MIT
held in an
creases in insurance premiums
Sherwood
control,
totally out of
because of liabilities associated
said, and was "locked up for her
with alcohol, Sherwood said. The
own protection."
proposed guidelines are only
I am closing time
kistep one for the alcohol comnThe committee's proposal also
mnittee," he continued.
addressed closing times of dormiThe committee's proposals will
By Craig Junxgwirth

tory and general parties. 'The I
am closing time was never an issue until this year," Sherwood
said.
He was not sure whether studeris' increased awareness of
closing time policies came as a result of the Campus Police's (CP)
enforcement of a "... Massachusetts State law which says alcohol should go away at 1 am" at
parties which are licensed to
serve alcohol.
%_areyRappaport A, a member
of the Committee on Student Affairs ,CSA% and a Graduate Resident at East Campus, said he was
"very annoyed" by the I am closing time, which he addressed "in

EXPENDITURES $658.6
Alumni

r

of various corporations.
Usually, the higher the level of
contacts, the more the grant."

cers

Office of Foundation and Corporations.
MIT received $63 million last

rations

Membership fees for the InLiaison Program accounted for one-fourth of corpoiCompanies
gifts.
rate
program pay
this
in
participating
dustrial

to have access to MIT know-how,
according to De Baun.
"For example, if a high-tech
company develops a sophisticated
product, they can consult faculty
from the Sloan School [of Management] to study its marketabil-

ity before it is mass-produced,"
he explained.
D~e Baun attributed the steady
growth of corporate gifts to three
factors:
* "First,

MIT

has worked

very hard to get corporate support," De Baun said. "The process includes many visits by MIT
senior memfbers to high-level offi-

r

rl

·

*

In past years, many corpofound

have

it

very

re-

to financially sponsor
MIIT, especially for research relating to their businesses, he contin-

warding

ued.
"NMany corporations have
in the last few
yroserity
enjoyed
more financial
have
they
years, so
De Baun
away,"
give
resources to

o'

added.
Despite the strong corporate
support, MIT still faces a shortfall in financial aid. For instance,
MIT spent $25 million last year
to meet the
both graduate
students, but
reserved for

of

financial needs
and undergraduate
the total resources
financial aid were

only- $17 million, he said.
to
had
MIT
"Somehow
othfrom
million
$8
squeeze out
er sources, and this was very difficult," De Baun explained.
Part -of the reason for the defi-
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November at a CSA Meeting."
"The CPs said and continue to
say that there is no difference between [closing time] policies this

REVENUES AND FUNDS USED $658.6
Additional Need for
Unrestricted Funds
$6 7

Tuition and Other
Related Income
$93 5

year and previous years," Rappaport said. He said that "students
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(Please turn to page 2)
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from the corporations, according
to De Baunn
"Also, MIT is trying to get
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Income for Scholarships
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more alumni to set up permanent
endowments, so MIlT can use the
money generated from them to
meet its need, especially financial

Gtfts and Investment
Income for Other
Purposes
S47.8
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aid,' he continued.
Currently, endowedundegrad-
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JM1-iT to,begin a fundraisi ng drive
order to increbase endow ment level
By Mathews M.

Cherian

Second in a series on the budget
and endowment at MIT:
MIT plans to embark on a major capital fund-raising campaign
to increase its endowment. The
Institute will try to double the
of annual
proximately $S

flow

gifts

from

ap-

million to $100
according to President

million,
Paul E. Gray '54.

In an interview with The Tech
[Feb. 15], Gray had said, 'If you
compare us with the other institutions we regard as our peers,
the ones we compete with for students, compete with for faculty,
or compete with for research support, then per student or per fac-

cit is that most of the corporate
grants go to graduate research or
fellowships. MIT would like to
get more unrestricted grants or
grants designated to financial aid

Aluociation

Auxiliary Activities

Expenses Applicable

MIT's corporate aid increasing
By Brian Hou
support of MlT
corporate
The
is growing steadily, according to
Vincent De Baun, director of the

L·
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r

I
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Alcohol Committee intends
to establish policy on parties

year in gifts from nongovernmental sources. Corporate gifts totaled $28 million-of tHis amoount,
De Baun said.
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ulty member, per unit operating
budget, we are lower than all
those institutions in the size of
the endowment."
The ratio of the endowment to
faculty and the endowment to
student is "way below what it

ought to be," said MIT Treasurer
Glenn P. Strehle '58.
"MIT has grown so fast over
the decades that growth of the

endowment has lagged behind the
growth of the institution,"
Strehle explained. Our peers
"have not grown as fast, and they
have a much older alumni body,"
both of which contribute to a
larger endowment.
Alumni donations play a large
part "The endowment depends
heavily on individuals," Strehle
Iadded. Joseph S. Collins, director of the Alumni Fund, agreed:

efforts are

MIT's fund-raising

centered on individual volunteer
efforts.
'The principle purpose of a
[capital] campaign is to get a
larger group [of alumni] sensi-

tized to your-needs and

commit-

ted to giving in a generous way,"
Gtray said.

Nearly 28,000 alumni currently
donate though the Alumni Association, according to Collins.
Only 20,000 contributed in 1979.
Last year, 51 percent of those
with MIT undergraduate degrees
contributed to the fund, Collins
said. About 33 percent of alumni
with graduate degrees from MIT
who did undergraduate work at
another school added to the
fund. "Both of these measures
are very strong in comparison to
other universities," he said.
The median gift for alumni is
$50, twice the 1979 median, Collins said. A total of $9.4 million
was donated last year. The Alumni Fund has reached a new "million dollar plateau" four out of
the last five years.
In the previous two capital
campaigns, MIT has managed to
double the annual donation rate.
The Second Century Fund, the
fund-raising campaign of the early 1960s, increased the level of

annual support from approximately $10 million to $20 million. The most recent effort, the
Leadership campaign, which ran

(Please turn to page 2)
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Metropolitan Opera comes to town, performs
Wagner.See Arts, Pages 8 & 9.
end
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Choral Music Society
seasons. Arts.

ll\,izl8%
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Tech photo by H. Todd Fujinaka

President Mark Neumann '86
As Nate and Collie Cook look on, MacGregor Househonor. The ceremony took place
unveils a plaque naminag the recreation room in their
honor. The Cooks are leaving
during a surprise party Saturday evening held in their
for 15 years.
MacGregor in June after serving as housemasters

The Tech's Wild Turkeys cross bats with the Harvard
to
Crimson Crimson softball team. Thousands turn out
watch. See Sports, Page 10.

I

Intenational Fair held on Kresge Oval. See Photo Essay,
Page 7.
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Group proposes party guidelines

.^

(Coatinuedfrom page 1)
twho havel signed liquor licenses
that expire at I amW seem to understand the.closing time policy.
"I really don't know why"

closing time has become an issue
this year, he added. "Things
seems to be calming down, as far
as I can see."

Rappaport added that the CSA
is currently formulating a policy
statement on the Ad Hoc-Committee on Alcohol's new proposals.
Open Parties
Non-MIT people have "almost
exclusively been the problems

Despite increase in corporate
gifts, MIT lacks funds for aid
(Continuredfrom? page 1)
uate scholarship funds from corporations are very small, said Financial Aid Director Leonard V.
Gallagher '54.
"The grand total of undergraduate scholarship funds from nongoveromental sources in 1983
amounted to $1.5 million, but
corporations Contributed only
$725,000," Gallagher said.
"Ninety-five percent of the
gifts come from alumni and
friends, who either have relatives
studying at MIT or they just want
to show their personal gratitude
towards MIT," he continued.

Gallagher noted that many of
the individual donors are themselves presidents or high executives of large corporations. As a
result, it is sometimes difficult to
distinguish personal gifts from
corporate gifts.
"Corporate giving for undergraduate scholarship will not increase much even if the federal financial aid cut is made. The gap
between the available financial
aid resources and the financial
aid MIT has to take up will take
a long time to fill. MIT will have
to go out to all possible sources,"
Gallagher said.

that have existed," at public parties held at MIT, Sherwood said.
"That is the main treason] why
advertisement is an issue." Tihe
committee is "not trying to legislale MIT social life,' he added.
There has been an inability to
come to a consensus between living groups, CP and the Office of
the Dean for Student Affairs
about public versus private parties, according to Sherwood.
"The CPs have not been able to
define clearly enough .. . when a
party is private, [and is3 not to be
concerned about and when a party is public, [and is] to be concerned about."
"A lot of resentment, which is
justified" has occurred between
CPs and students when CPs have
intervened in private parties in
MIT dornmitories, Sherwood said.

1975

from

-

4

page

from
to

almost

1980,

1)
dou-

bled the value of annual gifts
from $25-30 million to $50 55
million.
The current value of MIT's endowment is approximately $725
million, according to Strehle.
Annual return on the endowment
is 12-13 percent. Eight percent of
the endowment is reinvested to
keep the endowment growing
with inflation. The Institute
spends the remaining five to six
percent.
Gray stressed the need to reinvest and keep the endowment
growing with inflation even if the
Institute could use extra money
at the present.
He said MIT would benefit
from the increased revenues of a
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Freshman/Sophomore Ice Cream Orgy

8pm - ltpm Lobdell

JuniorlSeniorQu,

8:30pm - lam Lobdell

Mr. MITContest

Sigma Chi Tank 3Xm - 6mn Kresge Oval
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SCC R.E.Ma Concert
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larger endowment.
'"The cost per student over the
last 40 years has been twice tuition," Gray said. The difference
has been "made up by earnings
on endowment and expendable
gifts." A larger endowment could
help "to moderate tuition," he
said.
MIT would also be able to provide more financial aid, Gray
added. "Student aid is a very important priority," Strehle said.
"The growth of student aid has
lagged tuition." A larger end;wment would allow MIT to bring
financial aid inore in line with tuition.
With a larger endowment,
Gray hopes to increase faculty
salaries and faculty research.
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institute plans to solicit
donations from alumni
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World
"THE BEST CUTS IN

Ortega goes to MOSCona-- President Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua arrived in Moscow yesterday. He is
e\,pected to request an additional $200 million in economic assistance. The Soviet news agency TasT stated
that Ortega will also be stopping in Cuba, Yugoslavia, East Germany, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia' Hungary,
Romania and Poland.

Christian forces routed from southern Lebanon - Waves of Moslem and Druze militia'men
stormed the coastal strongpoints of Lebanese Christians Sunday. At least 42 were killed and 30 reported
wounded by the attack, which was spearheaded by Syrian-supplied tanks. For the first time in the 10 year
civil war, the Moslems now control the major coastal highway running from Beirut to Sidon.

left
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House panel questions $109.7 million billed by Pentagon contractors - The House Armed
services Committee said yesterday that auditors had found inexcusable bills in audits of one-year billing
periods by seven large defense contractors. The billings included $10,713 to cover operating losses of an
executive barbar shop, and $959 for a golf outing.
Natural gas explosion in Kenltucky kills five - A natural gas line explosion in the small commulity of Beaumont killed five and seriously injured three. The explosion ignited fires visible for 20 miles and

536-1605

231 Naoibury Street

House majority asks Kohl to, cancel Bitburg visit - 257 members of the House of Representatives
signed a letter urging German Chancellor Helmut Kohl to withdraw his invitation, to President Reagan, to
%isit a German military cernetary in Bltburg. 49 SS soldiers are buried among the 2000 at the cemetary
white House officials said that the decision is entirely Kohl's. Khol, in an address to Parliament, praised
Reagan for his planned visit.
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Challenger starts seven-day scientific mission
The space shuttle Challenger and its seven man
crew were launched on a new mission today, only nine dayrs after the shuttle Discovery ended its seven-day
mission. Shuttle activities are going-well, despite traditional toilet troubles and protests by animal rights
groups over the fate of 24 rats that are to be killed, and autopsies performed, after the flight.
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Alpha Maternity sponsored an attempt to break- the record
Rain twists BU plans - BU's Lambda Chi
i
for the world's largest twister game. That record, set at the University of California at Galeta, is 129Q
participants. Rain was the reason BU fell short, as 1182 students competed for 21/2 hours on the slick
plastic.
Massachussetts to have $171.8 million surplus - Five months ago the Dukakis administration
estimated a surplus of $29 million by July. The forecast has -ince been raised three times. What will be
done with the money, as well as just how much there is, is expected to be a subject of debate when the
House begins to consider the 1986 budget next week.

For application and test
translation call Ms. Desornicaux
Linguistic Systems, Inc.

864-39()0

116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 021 39
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Yankees fire Yogi Berra; Billy Martin back-Here we go again... George Steinbrenner fired Yogi
Berra after the Yankees lost, 4^3, to the Chicago White Sox. With the loss the club's record reached 10
losses in 16 games. Back for the third time in the not-so-secure job is Billy Martin.

Air - Ocean
Household Goods

Flyers defeat islanders - The Islanders beat the Flyers over the weekend after falling behind three
games, something that is as common as a blue moon. But yesterday Philadelphia won their fourth game of
the seven game NHL playoff series, 1-0.
Mets defeat Pirates -. On Sunday the New York Mets, in their longest game since 1980, beat the
Pittsburgh Pirates in the 18th inning, 5-4. The win brings their record to 11-6. Darryl Strawberry contributed with a grand slam in the first inning.
Celtics defeat Pistons - The Boston Celtics destroyed the Detroit Pistons, 133-99, Sunday. Robert
Parish led all scorers with 27 points and 16 rebounds. The teams will meet again Tuesday for the second
game of the Eastern Conferece semifinals.

Going Home?
Why not let Nippon Express Boston handle
your personal effects.
* Door-to-door service to most major points
in the United States and the world.
OBoth air and ocean modes.
Hour own truck will pick up your shipment.

Weather

Hill Associates Cargo Building
Logan InternationalAirport
least Boston, MA 02128 (617 569-7770

A nice day in the making - Today will be sunny with highs near 70-74. Temperatures will drop to 4650 tonight, but it should remain clear and dry, through the end of the week. Tomorrow's highs will be even
higher than today's: 76-80.
Sam Osofsky
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ATTENTION PSYCH
iJORS: OUR IANS WILL
BUOW YOUR MIND.
We believe the last thing that should keep
someone from going to college is money,
So call -- 800-SHAWMUT or come in aned
see us about our comprehensive education
loan program.
Because when it comes to helping students, our heads are in the right place.
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Guest Column/Keith L. Dalyand Michael J. Kardos

A dry rush will deceive freshmen
"Let the Rush begin! "
Our hearts skipped a beat. Red
carpets rolled out from every direction. We were two of 1000 bewildered freshmen who had been
advised to "just have fun, be
yourself and call your mother."
At that time we had no idea what
impact the next three days would
have on the rest of our lives.
Rush Week is for the freshmen. Within predetermined
guidelines, living groups use every possible scheme to figure out
which freshmen will best complement them. For years, MIT has
been able to say with few exceptions: "No matter where you end
up, you'll be happy." If Rush
goes dry, this may -no longer be
true.
In an article of the Friday,
April 26, issue of The Tech,
Dean for Student Affairs Robert

Volurne 105, Number 21

.

A. Sherwood made a good point:
"We need to do what is best for
the freshman." But his solution is
inadequate. He believes that. "by
enforcing a policy that would not
make alcohol so readily available,
we can alleviate the concerns of
parents, reduce the chance of becoming involved in liability suits,
and most importantly, protect the
safety of our students."
But these are false hopes. This
policy would satisfy the concerns
of the administration for only a
short time. After Rush is over,
will the freshmen still be happy
when he or she finds out what the
living group is really like? Is
what we've done been best for
the freshmen?
Whenever a decision about
Rush is made, the freshmen
should be most highly considiered. Most freshmen arrive with
11
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certain preconceptions about college, especially its social life. Alcohol has a big effect on how
people socialize, and certain living groups drink more than others. The freshmen have a right to
know what they are getting into.
We cannot deceive them by having a dry Rush.
Dean Sherwood said, "PHaving
successfully drunk freshmen during Rush Week does not facilitate
choosing a living group." He
would imply that the object of a
wet Rush is to get the freshmen
6'successfuily drunk."

This is not true. The living
group's object is to present an accurate picture of themselves and
to provide a relaxed atmosphere
in which they can get acquainted
with the freshmen. It would be
counterproductive for anyone,
freshmen of otherwise, to get so
drunk that he or she could not
communicate intelligently. Furthermore, throughout Rush's history, living groups and freshmen
have been extremely responsible
about the use of alcohol.
Traditionally, Rush at MIT has
been very successful. We do in
three days what takes other
schools six months. Eliminating
alcohol would change the face of
Rush substantially. As the system
stands, it works and works well.
Rush is for the freshmen. For
them it is confusing enough. Deceiving them about alcohol on
campus would be a gross injustice.

On Friday, April 26, students
at Tufts University ended a -three
day occupation of Ballou.Hall,
the central administration building on campus.
The students had presented the
Following demands to college
president Jean Mayer:
1) Totally divest from all 33
corporations operating in South
Africa that Tufts has investments
in.
2) Direct an additional $5 million in university resources toward scholarships and grants for
minority and low-income students.
3) Hire an additional full-time
recruiter specifically for minority
recruitment.
4) Incorporate a freshman
worltsklop on racc wwarcnes into
the freshmen orientation program or make one a requirement
for all freshmen.
The number of black students
at Tufts has fallen from a high of
96 in the entering freshman class
of 1974 to only 38 last year. The
university has about $9.5 million
invested in 33 companies with
South African links. Students at
Tufts have pointed out that money divested from corporations
tied to apartheid could be used to
provide aid to minority students.
The result of the occupation?
The students gained: a meeting
with the trustees' investment
committee; promises of increased
financial aid for minority and
low-income students; and a commitment to a racial awareness
course.

The Tufts action represents a
new stage in the student move-

ment. It shows the serious tasks
before MIT students seeking to
pressure our university to divest
its $60 to $100 million in 'companies kcnown to do business in
South Africa.
Tufts' recent concessions came
after several years of student organizing. In 1979, after two years
of student protest, the administration agreed to divest Tufts"
South African-linked investments. But it was only after the
recent occupation that divestment
activists saw any concrete action,
by the administration.
The Tufts action raises theequestion of why student activists
are increasingly moving toward
tactics of confrontation. During
protests this year, students tried
to make citizens' arrests of CIA
recruiters at Tufts, the University
Of iowa, Brown and other colt
leges. Recently, students at Cornell University blocked police
vans seeking to arrest student

protesters. Student protests hae
followed increasing militancy by
youth unaffiliated with academia.
More people were arrested in
conflicts with police at the 1984
Democratic convention at San
Francisco than were arrested at
the Chicago convention in 1968.
One reason for this increased
militancy is the inspiration students have taken from liberation
movements in Central America
and South Africa. Another reason is students' growing frustration with the country's political
direction under Reagan. The
wave of campus occupations at
Cornell, Berkeley, Rutgers and
University of California at Santa
Cruz have followed increased cutbackcs in student financial aid- tbp
mining.of Nicaraguan harbors by
-the CIA, increased talk of a draft
and continued US government
support for apartheid.
The wave of building occupations and other direct actions by
students has come as students
have increasingly realized the effectiveness of this tactic. The history of administration failures in
responding to student demands
at Tulfts shows that direct action
is the best vehicle for gaining
concessions.
As in the 1960s, students are
pushed to more militant tactics as
they are met with repression from
college administrators and police.
At the University of Wisconsin,
students have been maced. At
other demonstrations, students
have been clubbed and beaten by
police. This April 3rd, police motorcycles charged at student dernornstrator's on the Harvard
Bridge.'
The cycle of protest and violence will continue. As students
fight effectively against their universities' ties to apartheid, they
often face the samne kind of violence that faces South Africa's
blacks. This should come as no
surprise given the harmony of interests between the university establishment and apartheid's multinational allies.
The Tufts students have recognized the shadow of apartheid in
the university's board rooms and
hallways. They have also taught
us that direct action may be the'
only means of leveraging divestment from-'intransigent university
administrators. Given the gyrowing polarization in South Africa
and in US campuses, the Tufts
action is a warning of things to
come.
.

(Editor'snote: Feldman isaa grduate student in Urban Studies
and Planning.)
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Students rally against apartheid
To the Editor:
According to Simson Garfinkel's article on student politics,
and, it seems, to The Tech's own
priorities for news coverage, the
only students who are political at
MIT are revolutionary radicals. I
profoundly disagree.
Wednesday afternoon, after
only two days advance notice, between 200 and 250 people (we
counted several times, by groups
of five, and this was our figure,
not 100 as The Tech had said)
came to the anti-apartheid rally
at the Student Center. Organization for that rally began Sunddy
night after I received a phone call
from a friend involved in antiapartheid work at Berkeley.
He told me about the plans for
a national day of protest for divestment on April 24. By noon
Monday, when the MIT Coalition
Against Apartheid held its first
meeting, there were 40 people in*olved in the effort here. The way
we got people to this meeting was
by calling members of Pugwash,
the Disarmament Study Group,
The Hunger Action Group,-.the
Political Science Committee.on
Central America, the Student,
Profemina, and the Urban Studies affinity groups on Central
America, Every group was represented.
There was a feeling, among
those of us who attended that
first meeting, and at the rally two
days later, that people at MIT
had been waiting for this to happen. Around the country people
have begun to talk and think
about American support of
South Africa's apartheid system.
The brutality of apartheid has the
Sort of deep moral impact that

touches everyone. Not just urbanites, but farmers (I was in
Iowa a month ago, where farmers expressed their disagreement
with Reagan's constructive engagement policy), and not just
student radicals, but all students
with a moral conscience.
Perhaps the people in the Urban Studies Department and the
Political Science Department see
the importance of the apartheid
issue more quickly, because we
deal with social issues every day
in our academic work. But this
does not exclude students involved-with-technical issues from
taking · a -moral stance. Clearly,
students on this campus care
about social issues. From blood
drives to other charitable efforts
such as the Ugly Man contest,
that sense of caring is there.
Seven years ago, in the middle
of the "apathetic '70's, "the last
anti-apartheid drive happened on
this campus and over 1000 students signed petitions calling for
divestment. By talking with each
other, we can educate the other
members of our community, and
then act in whatever socially responsible ways we feel are necessary to address the apartheid issue.
The Tech's mischaracterization
of those involved in anti-apartheid work on campus is disturbing both because it belies the
hard work of so many of us, but
more importantly, because it prevents concerned students from
becoming involved. Friday's front
page makes no mention of the
larger rally from which 50 chose
to go to Gray's office. Worse, in
the article on the rally, your reporter completely neglected to

talk to any of the organizers, nor
did he discuss the MIT Coalition
Against Apartheid, and its future
plans to address the apartheid issue. If you complain that the
only politically concerned students at MIT are sensational
radicals, then you have a certain
obligation not to be sensationalist in your own coverage of campus events, and to give full attention to the broader efforts of
conscientious students to address
social issues on this campus.
The MIT Coalition Against
Apartheid is open to all. For information concerning our next
meeting, check in the Common
Room of the Urban Studies
Dept., Or call me at 253-4037.
Gretchen Ritter G
I

-I

-.

-

I recently encountered a stunning example of bureaucratic incompetence. It, made me realize
MIT is well-run compared to
some other institutions. The incident, the latest of a series of offenses, got me mad enough to
write this column. My candidate
for the worst bureaucracy in
Massachusetts? The MBTA. Let
me tell you why. ..
Last week I boarded the Boston & Maine 2:05 train to Porter
Square at the Brandeis/Roberts
stop, which is a three minute
walk from my apartment. When
I gave the conductor my usual
fare, $1.50, he told me that I
iiedcu another quarter.
t ihat, the price went tip?"
"No," he replied. "It's a penalty for not having purchased your
ticket before boarding the train."
"But you can't buy tickets

"I don't set the fares, I just
collect them."
"I can't believe this."
Alas, it was all too true. A call I
to the MEBTA after I had arrived I
in Cambridge confirmed the new I
rule. It took five minutes to explain the situation to the distinctly unintelligent person who answered the phone. She didn't
seem to understand how I could I
get from Brandeis/Roberts to I
Porter Square in the first place.
(All she knew was that Porter
Square was a Red Line stop and
Roberts was the name of a bus
route).
At this noint ! derided su h
people who0 set the fares were
merely stupid. I was shortly to
discover that they were actually
gibbering morons.
The next day, I happened to be
at Brandeis. (I am a grad student
here, there's just a platform!"
there; most of the commuters
"Yes you can. Look. .- 'rewho use the train stop have no
plied my tormentor.
connection with Brandeis). I deThe conductor handed me a cided to stop at the student cennew timetable, "effective April ter and stock up on tickets, to
20, 1985," and pointed out the avoid the penalty fares.
list of places-at which tickets
- "D~oyou have train tickets?" I
could be bought. Sure enough, innocently asked.
tickets were on sale at the Bran"Oh, we don't sell those anydeis stuident center. And there more," said the woman behind
was a 25¢ penalty for buying a the counlter.
ticket on the train while that tick"Excuse me?'
et office was open.
"The MBTA wouldn't sell us
"'The Brandeisstuident center is any more tickets, so we don't
more than half a mile away, up a have them anymore."

steep hill! How can you expect

"Did youX know that starting

people to buly tickets there? This this week they are requiringpeostation may be named "Brandeisl ple lo buy tickets here or pay a
Roberts" but it's not part of 25¢Z penalty?"
Brandeis!"
"Really'? I don't know anything
"Sorry, but that's regulations. about that."
You will have to pay me an extra
"'I don't believe this."
quarter," he maintained.
Actuallyi I did believe it. I had
"You're extorting 25¢ fron encountered the T's incompetence
me!".
(PleasvP
nrmap zi
(1- tvUdav turn
1 As mute
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PRIZES
THE WRITING PROGRAM
1984 1985 PRIZES FOR WRITING
Six competitions for
eight categories

Spacefair includfed military
To the Editor:
The Tech's coverage-of Space
fair '85 was quite misleading.
The Tech stated that "the Space
fair featured many different career opportunities relating to the
peaceful development of space."
Completely ignored in the coverage was the portion on military
(4

pportunities." These were pri-

marily in the areas of command,
communications, control and intelligence (C0I) and in Star Wars.
The fact that military applications was not a minor part of the
message to MIT students is readl1yapparent from the list of
Sponsors: General Dynamics,
Draper Labs, Hughes Aircraft,
G.E., etc. These are major contractors for the research, develOpment, and production of offensile weaponry, including Star
)kiars developqiqnt. v

Ignored by The Tech was the
fact that a group of MIT students and other concerned individuals found this display of militarism at MIT repulsive enough
to stage a demonstration and diein, shutting down the most blatantly offensive part of the fair.
Freedom of research choices
have to be balanced by a sense of
social reponsibility. That sense
was alarmingly lacking in this
programs
Steve Schlipf G

I

Fiction, short story, poetry, essay, drama, engineering writing,
scientific writing, science writing for the public.

i

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 3 1985
Details in The Writing Program Office, 14E-310
p*
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Massachusetts buses, trains and subways are
run without concern for the commuters
(Continuedfrom page 5)
before, but this set a new record.
Enough people must have complained, because when I entered
the train on Friday the conductor
accepted my $1.50 without protest (I was hoping he would ask
for more, so that I could make a
scene and refuse to pay). The
blunder is immortalized in the
printed timetable, though, so
they can't pretend it never harap·
pened.
MBTA employees are often
hostile and petty as well as incompetent. A few months ago, I
was coming out of Purity Supreme in Central Square, heavily
laden with groceries. I noticed
my bus leaving (two minutes early). I ran and caught the bus,
which had stopped at a corner
waiting to make a right, before it
had gone thirty feet. Although I
pounded on the door, the driver
ignored me..
I ran after the bus for two
hundred yards, with my grocery
bag ripping open, and caught it
again at tile next bus stop. When
I complained about being ignored, the driver yelled that he
didn't have to open the door to
anyone, except at an official bus
stop. He launched into a lengthy
tirade, concluding that I'd better
not give him any more lip.
Disgusted, I sat down and repacked my groceries. A couple of
minutes later, I remarked to the
person in the next seat, who had
been following the proceedings,
that courtesy consisted of occasionally doing more than one is
iegally required to. The driver
overheard this, and started yelling that he'd told me he didn't

fused and she had stopped t
bus, pressure from the other passengers would have done the job.
Why is the MBTA so bad, even
for a bureaucracy? Because
they've got us where they want
us. Most people take the T because they have to, so there is no
danger of anything like a boycott. Only political pressure will
make them take notice.
Are you listening, Governor?

want any more lip and if I continued he'd throw me off the bus!
Other bus drivers, while less
belligerent, have consistently refused to enforce the no-smoking
rule, and several have violated it
themselves. One driver told me
there was nothing she could do to
get some people in a crowded bus
to stop smoking, and yet on every occasion I've seen a driver
ask people to nut out their civarettes they have. If they had re-

Troubledby-co
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To the Editor:
I am deeply troubled by the
continuing story of Prof. Kistiakowsky's\ proposed committee
concerning the impact of the
military at MIT The NMIT administration is just not the party to
take action on this issue.
Chiaiinain of ille Faculty Arthur C. Smith claims in the April
12 issue of The Tech that the
committee would " finld 'the
facts," not make policy. Howev-

since almost all of us recog-

iize the large influence of the
nilitary at MIT, the only "productive" contribution of the cornmnittee would be the proposal osf
po'ic changes.

tion should conduct military research to protect itself. Equally
important, it is solely the choice
of the individual to become a
part of military resealch or
ROTC.
If MIT refused to conduct
military research, other possibly
less able groups would be loud,.
Is it in any way MIT's right to
thus thwart the wishes of Anelrican Democracy? And even if others joined me in my personal
choice not to work for military
interest, higher wages xNould be
offered and researchers found.
Concerned faculty and students at MIT need to take this issue, outside our crnms. T. Avs
heartened to see that a group of
MaIT students recently Xvent to
Washington, and I'll bet those
people were listened to. All of us
who are a part of the Institute
have clout, and we should more
often correctly exercise the accompanying responsibility.
Kenneth Goodwill '88

The Institute should not enact
and workers who come to MITE any restrictions on military refrom all over -the world. To call search or ROTC because this
the Iranian, Irish, Arabic and would supersede the rights of the
Central American people "weird" two truly important parties. The
and "ones who use the bombs federal government, through
and guns so you stop living"
elected representatives, is the
when they are struggling and only group to decide how this nahave been for many years to free
themselves from oppression, exploitation and colonialism is an
insult to them and only lends
support to the Reagan adminisThe Tech inadvertently omitted a sentence in Nicole Sage Cortration's policies which led to
men's letter [Famine can be directly alleviated, April 91. The
much of this suffering in the first
published letter stated: "One significant difference between nuplace.
clear destruction and famine is that the latter can be directly
The
why
I fail to understand
alleviated, to a certain extent, with money; it primarily requires
Tech published this cartoon,
political action." It should have stated: "One significant differwhich is an obvious racist slur
ence between nuclear destruction and famine is that the latter
and insults so manly people strugcan be directly alleviated, to a certain extent, with moley. B)
gling te) ,iirvivp all evetr the
nuidat problems cannot be soived with money; it
contrat,
world.
requires political action."

To the Editor:
Regarding the cartoon published in Friday, April 19th's issue: The cartoon, which is a parody on "We are the Children," is
a disgusting, racist and insulting
cartoon.
First of all, it is an insult to the
many performers, both black and
white, who sang this song to raise
money to help bring food to the
millions of African people who
are suffering and dying from
hunger brought on by a 10 year
drought. The cartoon was vigorously condemned by the readership of the very newpaper in
which it first appeared. The cartoonist was, I believe, suspended
from the paper for his cynical
axid rac~ist drawing.
Secondly, it is an insult to the
thousands of students, teachers

I

Troubled by committee!

mr,

We are the World parody is
disgusting, racist and insulting
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RigolettO !I

~~osi~an

lood,
kw

Kaiianti's

strong and flexible voice provided irresistible aural seduction: His La donna P mobile was splendid, and further enhanced by
the freshness of orchestral sound.
Aldo Protti gave us a deep look at Rigoletto, the jester who, while under the curse
of Monterone, hires an assasin to kill the
Duke, but ends up accidentally paying to
have his daughter, Gilda, murdered instead. The relationship between Rigoletto
and Gilda (sunlg by Roberta Peters) was especially well developed, the crusty voice of
the former in fine balance with the sweetness in the singing of the latter. Prstti,
then, was as powerful in tenderness as in
rage, and the two emotions were grippingly combined in the horrific instant

mediocre~

Tutte

thought - incorrectly - to be the most
artificial of operas), they merely helped reduce the production to the level of high
school amateurishness characteristic of
Graziella Sciutti's boring staging.
The story of Cosi concerns two couples,
a philosopher's assertion to the two doting
men that all women are fickle, and the test
of this theory by an attempt by the men to
disguise themselves as Albanians and seduce each other's lovers. The magic of the
opera comes from the evaporation of the
artifice that governs the relationships between the original pairings as the new couplings provide settings for the development
of true affection and attachment.
It is important, therefore, for the characters to develop as the evening proceeds,
but Gail Dubinbaum as Dorabella and Brian Schexnayder as Guglielmo remained
coolly detached until the end. The aria II
core vi dono was particularly weakly done.
This aria is pivotal to the whole opera, for
it is at this stage that Guglielmo slips from
pretending to seduce Dorabella to really
wanting her. Mozart's music here is all-enveloping, full of romance, of smooth lyricism to mark Guglielmo's departure from
staccato clownery to take on the role of
romantic lover. Jeffrey Tate's conducting
of the orchestra willed the two into musical partnership, but on the stage there was
no chemistry between them; heartbeats in
the music indicated the fusing of Dorabella and Guglielmo, but the voices and
hearts on stage remained cold.
Carol Vaness sang Fiordiligi and, in the
course of the evening did produce some
technically stunning singing. But, for all
its virtuosity, her rendition of Come scog-

when the body in the sack is found to be
Gilda's; the final duet between Rigoletto
and Gilda, Lassu in cielo was haunting.
Roberta Peters sung caro nome with
both feeling and clarity. Winds in the orchestra gave out a delicate fragrance to accompany her stunningly lyrical rendition.
This was a Gilda to remember for a long
time.
Richard J. Clark produced a dark and
steely Monterone, not someone whose
curse you'd want to mess with: and John
Macurdy made for a sinister Sparafucile,
the assasin.
Ensemble scenes were well staged: The
quartet Bella flglia dell' amore was particularly effective, the relaxed but taut
pace of the orchestra adding drama to the
activities on stage. Indeed, though singing
was phenomenal, and acting - under the
direction of David Sell - was powerful, it
was the emotional thrust of Nello Santi's
condllkutl-nlg that lent especial enerey and
power to the Met's Rigoletto to make it
into a rivetting evening of entertainment.

Metropolitan Opera: Verdi's Rigolelto,
April 25, Mozart's CoSt fan Tutte, April
27, Wang Center, Boston.
Thursday night the Metropolitan Opera
presented an outstanding production of
Verdi's Rigolelto. Each singer created a
full flesh and blood Verdi character to give
the performance power; and, singing of
high-calibre endowed it with beauty.
The opera opens to an evocative setting:
A candle-lit tower rose toward the sky, and
it was to. be cleverly used throughout the
evening. Dano Raffanti provided us with a
Duke of Mantua who could have taught
Don Giovanni a few lessons: His opening
aria, Questo o quella was delivered with a
tone of silky rapture. No woman was going to escape this Duke's clutches. His declaration of love to Gilda, E il sol dell'anima was invincible, the gentleness in the
orchestra helping to lull the Duke's prey
into acquiescence.
Th FUg"GhVIt ;u1e CVCning

:
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The last night of the Metropolitan Opera's visit to Boston was disappointing: Mozart's most touching and telling work,
Costfan Tutte, was reduced to a series of
arias, some of them beautifully sung, but
with no dramatic continuity between
them, and little understanding of subtleties
of characters, story or music.
The most immediately grating impression came from the sliding panels that
made up the simply hideous sets. Supposed, one assumes, to give an atmosphere
of artificiality (Cosi fan Tutte is often

I left one cold. And, in per pieta, a deeplio

Iy psychological aria in which Fiordiligi
throws- off the inhibitions of superficial
propriety to allow herself to fall in love
with someone to whom she is so well emotionally-matched, the audience could feel
no transition, no drama in voice to accorn.
pany the story in the music. It was only by
Fra gli amplessi that Vaness took a turn
fOr the better - more relaxed, there was
at last color and fflinhg to her voice; her
conquest by David-R-eRndal} 's Ferrando
could then be naturally done and, aided
by truly intoxicating music, made for one
of the few high-spots of the evening.
Rendall has a beautifully Iyric tenor
voice, used to exellent effect in Eugene
Onegin earlier last week, and had earlier
been responsible for a sublime Lin aura
amorosa. In interaction with Vaness, howt-so. d the emoever, he also fa!ed tca-r~n
tional difficulties of Mozart's most unfnthomable and elusive writing until that final
inevitable conquest, which was potently
executed.
The only consistently strong performer
was Betsy Norden who createst the sauciest, most amusing Despina ever. Her
voice had a compelling prettiness to it, and
her acting showed a keen understanding
not only of the humor of the piece, but of
the emotional flow of the opera. She can
be credited with bringing much brightness
to an otherwise shoddy production which
the Met. would do well to leave in New
York next time they venture to set foot in
Boston.
Jonathan Richmond

Choral Societ- Verdi
pleasitg

Verdi Requiem, performed by The AHIT
Choral Society. with John Oliver, conductor, and Margaret Cusak, soprano, Laurie
Stewart Otten, soprano, Richard Kennedy, a= 0= co;o
tenor, James Kleyla, baritone, at Sacred
Heart Church, Cambridge;April 26.
Verdi himself conducted the first perfor- C: >,
mance of his Requiem in 1874, in the O ._
,
<u 75 .O
sumptuous Chiesa di San Marco, Milano. o E
c)
The work, like so many other great compositions, had been mercilessly criticized
@
r
3
toin Verdi's time. It wasn't until Brahmrs'
>
a)
Eo
.O 0t>, x
praise that it came to be recognized as r: 6)
0
,Y;°; .: c°t2
"work of genius." Gradually, the Church
itself accepted it as "one of the religious
masterworks of the-Western tradition."
s 323 (_ = =
The MIT Choral Society received well- cict O
deserved, although a little too enthusiastic Ea
applause from its friendly audience. Inu
deed, there were things to applaud for.
The chorus sounded exceptionally well for
a non-professional group. l he soloists had
=
powerful voices and gave very serious in-OEC.) :3 EU~t
terpretations.
The first part of the work is the longest
and most complex. Opening with Requiem
O
~RO,
and Dies Irae, and ending with LacryEO
"
mosa, its ten sub-parts are a struggle with
the gloom and fright of death. Prayers are
rO
0~i~
heard throughout for mercy and salvation,
and the part ends as it begins, with the
L~~
O
co uCT
words Requiem dona eis, Domine O00~
_O >
"Eternal rest give to them, 0, Lord."
u
3 ~~
The second part, closer to a Mass in its C's,
0
structure, is more melodic and sweeping
0rr~
S; r 5 3bo- so characteristic of Verdi's inusic. The
0
conductor as well as the chorus handled
cn
id.BE'EQ
05
perhaps
Offertorio,
The
better.
this half
._
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C

C's

c0~~~2'E;~~~C~4

David Rendall as Ferrando in
Mozart's Cast hn tone

Mignon Dunn as Ortrud and-Donald McIntyre
as Telramunid in a scene from Wagner's
Loonegrirnn

Chamber Music Society sparkling zesty, fulfilling
't.
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psyched for the opening. The strings,
horns and winds blended together beautifully.
For a work of the magnitude of Nielsen's you need an orchestra with the greatness of the B50. Seeing so many people
flowing together while creating such beautiful tunes was a moving experience.
The Sinfonia espansiva is cast in the traditional four movements.
The Allegro espansivo rightly deserves
its title: it is an expressive movement. The
forceful strengths of the strings and brass
make the listener sit up and take notice of
the greatness to which he is a witness. The
woodwinds enter in a contrasting key, presenting a danceable melody which threads
its way through the'rest of the first movement. Once the theme is set, the rest of the
allegro seems to be a search for a home
key, which was not found in this movement.
The second movement, the Andante
pastorate opened slowly, but with a continuation of the dance themes of the allegro. The biggest surprise of this symphony,
is the sudden emergence of two human
voices. At the performance the surprise is
not as great, because in addition to their
listing in the program, the attentive concert goer will notice the soloists as they
stand up and are cued by Mr. Ozawa.'The
use of singers as instruments gives the
piece a feeling of informality. How often
have you wanted-to hum alone with a symphony? Well here is your chance.
The third movement, the allegretto un
poco was announced like the arrival of a
freight train with 'horns blaring. Daring
this movement one may wonder if Nielsen
considered the physical structure of the orchestra: the right side and the left side
played games with each other during this
movement. Finally, at the end of the movement, the home key of the symphony was
achieved in the key of A.
The Finale.-Allegro is a rehash of the
ballad type themes of the andante. The
movement grows.gradually but steadily to
a climatic conclusion. You never quite
knew when the piece was going to -end,
and people began clapping before -ne
piece was over.
Steve Wheatman
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Lohengrin, by The Metropolitan Opera, in
The Wang Performing Arts Center, Thursda, April 25.
Wagner was arguably the greatest musiIL
cal genius of the 19(h century. His musical
career was extraordinary, considering that
he never had a music lesson nor was able
to play any instrument. His interest in music was purely aesthetic and philosophical.
Cantankerous, anti-Semitic and misogynous, Wagner saw himself as a God-like
spiritual reformer.
OL
Wagner worked almost exclusively in
opera, becaue hi! believed that it was the
perfect synthesis of all the arts: literature,
music, drama, etc., all wrapped into one.
He started workmg on Lohengrin in
1845, drawing his inspiration from an
anonymous German epic poem. It relates
the story of Parsifal's son Lohengrin, sent
by God in a swan-drawn boat to champion
a young maiden accused of killing her
brother. Lohengrin clears her name in
n'm combat with her accuser and wins her
love, betrothing Himself to her on the con'dition that she never ask his name or origin.
The maid, Elsa, agrees enthusiastically,
but her mind is soon poisoned by doubts
through the'scherning of the witch Ortrud,
who desires Elsa's inherited lands for her
husband Telramund. Elsa does at last ask
the fateful question, and Lohengrin satisfies her, revealing that he is a knight of the
Round Table and resides on the lonely
Montsalvat, guard:ing the Holy Grail with
his knightly brethren. But the price of the
knowledge is high: Lohengrin's faithful
swan returns, and he'must go with it to
resume his vigil, prohibited from stay ing
with a wife who has broken faith with
him.
Wagner was enchanted with Lohengrin's
tale, seeing himselfin an analogous situation - lonely guardian of his genius, able
to live only with those who would accept
him.
Wagner's operas are always tests of
physical stamina, on the part of both performers and audience. With intermissions,
I was in the Wang Cent& from 7 pm until
almost midnight. But a well-done production can be a singularly rewarding experience if you are prepared for the physical
trauma.
The orchestra,. under the baton of Jeffrey Tate, eased the audience into the drama with a marvelously fluid rendering of
the prelude.
The staging of the first act helped keep
up visual interest for its hour's duration.

C=1

1

03I0
"C ita 0

MC 2
m

The angles of the floor and sides were tilt.:
ed for an extreme perspective effect. Dozens of chorus singers crammed the stage,
making it a source of interest to see if anyone would stumble on the angled floor and
plummet into the orchestra pit. Everyone
retained his footing, however, and the retinue of armored nobles, pikemen, ladies
in waiting, as well as the blond, Aryan
couple of Elsa and Lohengrin created a
first act finale of stirring Teutonic splendor.
The strain began to tell in the second
act, however, on both the audience and the
singers. Lohengrin's voice couldn't make it
to heroic proportions and was sometimes
drowned out by the chorus singers. The
drawn-out musical dialogues in the second
and third acts, between villain and villainess, villainess and heroine, hero and
heroine, etc., demonstrated 'that while the
singers were certainly sturdy and competent, they didn't have the fire necessary to
set Wagner's music alight.
The orchestra was in top form the whole
night, but not having superior voices to
play oft it couldn't shine to its fullest extent except in the preludes, each of which
(especially the first) was a jewel.
. Certain elements of the staging were ei-'
ther careless or clumsy, or both. Does the
Met not bother to take trouble to mount a
full production when on the road? The
imageof the swan was very important to
Wagner when writing the opera, yet no
swan appears in this production. Lot.engrin arrives and disembark from his boat
offstage, and we have to Imagine the sAvan
somewhere in the wings. Thus Lohengrin
is forced to sing one of his most stirring
arias (a farewell to theswan) with his back
to the audience.
And in the climactic duel between Lohengrin and TeIramund, the two never actually came toblows. Telramund was instead repulsed by some sort of iuper-holy
force field or other. I can't imagine a Wagnerian hero unwilling to prove himself by
force of arms, as opposed to letting things
degenerate into a wrath-of-God powered
staring contest.
But Bo ston opera fans are hungry for
opera - any opera this scason, since the
Opera Company of Boston is out of production this year. The Met has provided a
good, if not inspiring production of Lohengrin, and to do better than that with
Wagner is difficult under the best conditions. Such chances to acquaint oneself
with Wagner's music should not be missed.
Steve Huntley
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Tech photo by Bruce Kluckhohn. Bruce Kluckhohn courtesy The Crimson

Jane Huber consoles pitcher Martin Dickau.

Victor Diniak scores half the Turkey runs.

Turkey shoo

Feathe rs fl in

Turkey pitcher-manager Robert "Fat Kid" Malchman '85 took the mound in1 the bottom of the first
_a", ,s e p th~e tCri"L.m.an. SFinrst _L10wtii G; i uml,

Special to The Tech
The- 7.Ter. Wi!d TwkeyS orp ned their softball sea-

son Sunday with a moral victory over the host Har-

thanks

vard Crimson Crimson. The score was 23-2. Repo~rts are still coming in ons who won.
The Tech staff met in the newsroom for the rout.
Everyone was on time except for Martin "the dreaded Spaz" Dickau '85, who had forgotten to set his
clock ahead for Daylight Savings Time.

formance

There was ftar in Ellen's manner as she
stepped into her place,
There was terror in Ellen's bearing, and a
scowl' on Ellen's face,
And when, responding to the cheers, she hid
behind her hat}
N~o stranger in the crowd could doubt Iwsas
Ellen at the bat.
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Harvard sophomore Bruce KluIcktlohn cools the Turkeys.

Ellen Spero hits 18 consecutive fouls in the 7th inning.
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"we could get [the

-

-

Oh! somewhere in this fiavored land the sudn is
shining bright;
The band is playing somewhere, and som7ewhere hearts are light;
And somewhere- men are laueghing and sonmewhere children shout,
But there is no joya in W20-483 -mighty Ellen has struck out.
early wildness, settled into form after Beer Manager
Jane Huber W '85 supplied replenishment.
.Freebaseman Drew Blakeman '91 harassed the
opposition by brushing them back with his hands
and feet. The harassment escalated as both benches
erupted and everyone had to find other places to sit.
Stephen Berczuk, Ronald Becker and Ed Whang
were involved in a scuffle with the Crimson over a
can of Diet Coke. "They were going to damage
their brains," Becker said. 'We had to stop them."
"Huh?'9 responded one Crimson player.
(Please lurn lo page 11)
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Take Amtrak to New York and you may be
surprised at how much you get for so little.
Our spacious, reclining seats, for example.
And where else can you find aisles wide
enough for a leisurely stroll?
Not to mention our Amcafe, where you
can get a-snack, bot or cold sandwich or
beverage, whenever you like.
All this for only $i9, coach, Friday to
Sunday; 2S,-Monday to Thursday. And
when you bring the,kids along, you'll save
even more-children under 12 go for half
price.-

Oh, there's one more thing. On Amtrak,
you can go from downtown Boston or the
Route 128 Station to midtown Manhattan.
Newark, or suburban Amtrak Stations.
So the next time you're headed for Newt
York, call your travel
A
agent or call Amtrak at
l
X800-USA-RAIL.

There's no reason
I

to

t,

Certain holiday restrictions mnay apply.
AAITRAK TICKET OfFICE LOCATION: >Na-y
Boston CTty Ticket Off ice, The Statler Building, 20 Park Plaza
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Cri111-

son] to start d rinking all that beer we brought. I
never thought they would try to win."
Dickau took over on the mound, and after somne

;e.Yj

;s..K-

fielding per-

we gave up a few runs early," Malch-

man said after the game,

siders, Wall Street Journals and cost for a Coke.

-

to

by first baseman Dickau.

1M figured if

The mighty Wild Turkeys finally reached the
Crimson newsroom and found it to be a distant second to the Tech's in the categories of: interior decorating, paper cups, odor, beer-battered fish, topThe Crimson, disconcerted by the impressive
flood of mnatchig Tech T-shirts, sufferedd a severe
defensive lapse in the top of the first inning. Pitcher'
Bruce Kluckhohn and his team gave up three base
hits and half the Tech's runs.
Centerfielder Steven "Casanov;A" Wheatman '85
tripled and scored. He said: 'I'm better at softball
than at parties.'
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(continuedfrtor page SO)

Vic DiniaAk '86 won the Babe
Ruth award i for running the most
bases ever itin a collegiate newspaper game. Harold " Howard"
Stern '87 w('on the Gerald R. Ford
award for Xi
running into the most
players in a icollegiate newspaper
game.
Ben "Stinjig" Stanger '88 and V.
Michael Boiwave
G; played gallantly
at their Possitions, but The Tech2
ran out of r awards appropriate
for their lev,vel of play.
The gamye s outcome renewed
debate overr whether Malchman
would be re-.placed by Billy Mar-

in the middle of the third inning, spiritual leader Thomas
Huang called for a rabble-rou.
ing nine-way high-five to rally the
team. He left after the game for
the University of Miami, -where
he is now its mascot, Mr. Maniae.
In what became a tenacious,
defensive game, Michael "iMr.
Mischief" Garrison '88 emerged
as a steady left-fielder with five
snatches of the glove. "oHe
catches 'em, " said one bystander.
,';He just looks like he can't."
I
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drops another pair
The baseball team had trouble

C ftew f a 118whnew

venerating consistent offensive
power last week, taking two, of its
four garnes.

I

A:

* Accountants
* Typists

Processors * Data
Secretaries
Entry
Lonsg or short-term jobs
Friday PAY * NO Fee
TOP RATES
BOSTON
357-8300
120 Tremont St.
BROOKLINE
734 7199
1330 Beacon St.
CAMBRIDGE
354-7215
1430 Mdass. Ave.|
*
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Martin Dickau
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.:avoid the hassle
.°take your yearbook photo
:sign up at technique W2('.0-451A
:call x3-2980

I

photo dates: ap)rii 29-may 3-3y
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,BOSTON UNIVERS 3I1TYwhei
WASHINGTON INTER]'NSHIP
ON COMMUNI Y ANDIPOLITY

W~y
tan inline.imthe store
a Wevil1-deliver Steve`sW to your door,

Now iyour favorite fresh, homemade SW6v's ice cream, ice cream pies, The Mixin
nd more are as close as your phone., Steve 's home delivery. Just one more
al

reason not to wear shoes.

SPRING SEMESTER 19866
First-hand experience working with isst;ues of
pluralistic democracy, minority voice inn governmnent, & rnghts of religious and ethnic !groups in
Washington, D£.C
Full academic credit through courses-s and
full-time work in non-profit agencies oor special
interest groups.
"Professional training in advocacy, leGFgislative
and politic:al processes and lobbying.
'Placements available in a variety ofcorganif
zations for serious, career oriented ai
and undergraduate students.
Inquiries to: The Washington Internshillip on
Comnmunity and Polity, 745 Comm. A%
Room 615, Bostn, MA 02215, 61713-35s3-428.
Nlon-Discnr~jnatory (Eo/AA)
-
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Summ er Work?

* Clerics
* Word

.

A 1~first imme in ice creamsm

3

95 M

delivery from 5:00 p.m. nmidnite
7 days a week

fass. Avenue, Boston- -II
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--

-
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The worn,[en's crew team finished third i,in the Smith Cup regatta held Saturday on the
Charles Riveer. Northeastern won
the event, alnd Boston University
placed seconid.

ing duet to Curry, 129, Wednesday afternoon but rebounded Friday to pummel Clark, 13-4.
Saturday MIT faced the rival
Engineers from WPI. MIT
dropped the opener, 7-4, but

I--- PAGE-- 11-I

I

in SImith C:up

The Engineers dropped a scor-

I . . ..,

Top Maine Boys' camp has counselor
openings in Adventure, Baseball,
Canoeing, Computer Science, Drama, Kayaking, Photography, Pioneeririg and Tripping, Racquet Ball, Radio, Riflery, SCUBA, Swimming (WSI)',
Tennis, Track, Water Skiing, Wind
Surfing and Wrestling. Excellent staff
fellowship, fine salaries and travel
allowance. June 21st to August 24th.
WRITE: Kamp Kohut, Malcolm J. Itkin, 451 Buckminster Drive, Norwood, MA 02062.

winbill
Baseball
splits.
to,
(Conltinued from page 12)
both the
Baseball wins pair,,

'-

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS

tin.

ooffense and defense
came alive i]n the nightcap as the
Cambridge IEngineers put together an III-0 r 'out.C

,'.-_-

The Tech

Which oiEthese birds i
represeIats'a good
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Ultimate frisbee captures sectional tournament
oortoaii squeaks
The ultimate frisbee team captured its sectional tournament at
Dartmouth Saturday to move on
to the regional championships at
UMass-Amherst next weekend.
I MIT, the top seed in the tournament, had a bye in the first
round and went on to defeat
Brown, 13-1, and Dartmouth, 139, for the double-elimination victory.
Three teams from next weekend's regional tournament will
advance to the national collegiate
championships -at Stanford later
next month.
I!

Debater best in
Northeast Region
Debate team captain Darrell
Mavis '88, competing against
more than 100 debaters-, became
tle first freshman to finish as the
top debater in the Northeast.
Mavis was named the top debater
based on his overall performance
during the season.
Mavis and teammate Tim Kalvaitis '88 finish~ed 33rd among the
157 teams at the national championships hosted by the University of Nevada earlier this month.
The finish earned MIT the top
newcomer award for thre first-year
team with the best showing.

Tennis team third
at New Englands
Will Sauer '85 defeated Rhode
I sland College's Charles Armburst in the #3 singles match, 6-2,
6-3, Sunday to lead the men's
tennis team to a tie for third
place at the New England Men's
Tennis Championships, University Division.

Sauter was joined b , Rarny
Rizk '86, who lost the #4 singles
match to the Rich Green of the
University of Vermont, 6-2, 6-2,
and by Rob Swiston '87, who
dropped -he #6 singles match to
Vermonlt's John Reum, 5-7, 6-0,
6-1 .
took the team title with

UVfM

33 points, followed by the University of Hartford with 28. The
Engineers and the Brandeis
Judges tied for the third spot
with 27 points, and Central Connecticut State University rounded

out the top five with

211/2.

Men's lacrosse
team gets I1st win

meanwhile, got back on the winning track with a 5-4 victory over
Brandeis Friday afternoon.

The men's iacrosse team broke
a seven-game losing streak
Wednesday afternoon with a 12-5
romp over the Massachuseets
Maritime Academy. The victory
was the Engineers first of the season.

Sailors compnete for
Now England titles
The men's and women's sailing
teams went up against rival teams
from across blew England last
weekend at each team's regional
championship.
*The men's team opened this
season's round of New England
championships Saturday on the
Charles River. MIT finished third
in the event with a 4-2 record.
Boston University led the field at
6-0, and Tufts was second at 5-1.
The women had less success at
their championships on the

The team's winning streak was
short-lived. however, as MIT
dropped a 14-5 decision to visiting Bates College Saturday. Mike
Foley '87 provided most of the
MIT offensive punch with three
goals and Tim Mattox '88 and
Tom Dorf '88 added a. goal

PThe softball team added another victim to its second-half-of
the-season resurgence Thursday,
using a narrow one-run edge t(
defeat the visiting SuffOlk U~ni.
versity Rams, 4-3.

(Please turn to page I1)

apiece.

Thames River in Newt London.s
Conn., Sunday, filnishinlg nintn
with a score of 193. Tufts' 66
points gave it first place, followed
by BU with 76. Yale and Brown
each scored X1 to tie for third
place.

Track fifth at
Greater Bostons
Co-captain Ron Smith '85
cleared the 406-meter hurdle
course in 53.6 seconds, finishing
second in the event and leading
MIT to a fifth-place finish at the
Greater Boston Track Chlampionships Sunday.

-·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Northeastern won
followed by Boston
Harvard, and -Boston
the Division I schools
the meet.

the event,
University,
College, as
dominated
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HAVE A HAPPY A"D
MIT,
SPRING
SAFE
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~~~

Tu~ran Erdogan 'S7 was the
only other Engineer to finish in
the top three, taking third place
in the 300()-meter steeplechase in
9:21 .8.
Greg Procopio '85 (discus), Bill
Mallet '86 (10,000 meters), Gordon Holterman '87 (1500 meters),
Ross D~reyer '86 (pole vault), and
Jacob Kim '87 (triple jump) all
had fourth-place finishes in their
events,

~~~~~~~

Procopio added a fifth-place
finish in the shot put with a distance of 43 '-3 ", and the 400 meter relay team also finished fifth
to round out the scoring for
MIT.
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PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE LAB COURSES
~~When it comes to taking lab courses in the summer, mnore
~~and more people are going to Northeastern University.

l
l

ForChernistry. Bioslogy Physics In four-, five-, and 10Zveek
nearby campuses in Boston, Burlington, Ded- o
On
ham, Framingham, and Weymouth. For more informnation,
~~call 437-2400 or our 24-hour line, 461-0461. Or send In
~~the coupon.
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Brought to you by your
Miller Campus Representative

I

~~~Northeastemn University. University College/Lincoln CollegeI
~~P.O. Box 154, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 021171
|
~~~~~Please send me information on:|
|
IECIEngineeringanclTechnology ---BusinessAdministration E LiberalArts
n~EHealthPro~fessionsanldS~ciences C LawEnforcement|
g
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Bdacn Ralston

P~~~~Rgistraltion is week of May 28th.
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Call Anyfilme

526 Beocon St.
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536-3931
266-7791

Boston, MA 0:2115
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Call me anytime to discover the various services, equipment, idea5, and

fine products Miller has to help make your promotion, event, or party a 5Ucce55
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